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'Best of the West'

It's Rita by_a landslide
grandma, 58, wins title
Rita :
Reutter, a 58--year-old
widov.ied grandmother of 14, was
dubbed "Best · of the West" last
Saturday during FTU's. homecoming
game against Florida Southern
College.
The crowning was the climax of a
week of homecoming activities and
the subject of national news
coverage, including a guest
appearance on Johnny Carson' s
"Tonight Show," Tuesday.
"The reason I'm here is because
of the love and affection of these
kids," she said, referring to the
student body that elected her in lieu
of 12 other candidates.
"It proves just because you're 58 .
years old you don't have to jump in a
box ," she beamed.
According to Mark Glickman,
Village Center program director, Mrs.
Reutter receive d a bout 75 per cent of
the 841 votes cast. These figures set
records for number o f vo tes c ast and
th e
vi c tory
marg i n
for any
home coming candidate a t F TU , he
said.
_
The actual vote count, Glic kman
said, would not be rele ased to avoid
embarrassing othe r candidates, o n e
o n e of w hic h r eceive d o,.;ly fo u r
votes.
Mrs . Reutter's se lection
was
announced during the halftime
ceremony in whiCh the candidates
and their escorts were introduced to
the awaiting ba"Sketbal l fans. She and
he r escort, Lee Constantine-a former
FTU studen t body president, were

.

the 13th couple to walk onto the
court; they were followed by an
envoy of photographers and reporters
from local media, NBC News and
People magazine.
Thought the contest winner was
not announced until Saturday night,
the news media followed Mrs.
Reutter's campaign progress after the
announcement of her candidacy was
carried by the Associated Press three
weeks ago. She said the news spread
and resulted in letters from senior
citizens from all over the country
supporting her campaign.
"You can have a cu tie pie
anytime. Let's have something
different," Mrs. Reutter proclaimed
during her campaign with a sign
attached to her handbag. The
campaign involved soliciting 250
signatures to qualify
as a
homecoming candidates a s well a s
asking for vote s.
Though Mrs. R e utter expected
the publicity over h e r candidacy to
die d own afte r Saturd ay n ight, h er
elec tion spurne d NBC to ask her to
appe ar on the " Tonig ht Sh ow" with
Jo hnn y C a r son.
Mr s.
R e utt e r
bega n
th e
nation-wide interview by somewhat
nervously explaining how she entered
the contest and viewed her victory.
"I'm kind of like an older sc!x
symbol," she chuckled.
Later. when -Carson asked if she
dated, she replied, "If 1 could get my

~CASE YOU HAVEN'T
IHEARD,
Rita Re~tter,
won "Best of the West" and
was crowned at last
weekend's Homecoming
game against .Florida
Southern,
which the
Knights won · handily.
Below, students at the
"Tom's Hideaway" lounge
on SR 50 watch Ms.
Reutter who appeared on
the "Tonight Show" hosted
by Johnny Carson.
.

I

(Continued on page 2) ·

Today's Future
FTU communication
instructor
Frances
Johnson delights both
students and local
audience members as
Gooch in Once Upon A
Stage's "Mame." For
story see page 10.

TOBY CRABEL, FTU's
ace netter, along with
Steve Bryant keyed the
Knights slim one point
victory over Rollins
College in the inaugural
edition of the Sunshine
State Conference Tennis
Tournament. See story
on page 14.

They say you can't teach
an old dog new tricks,
but a rat... well, that's a
completely different
matter. · Teaching rats
tricks can be a difficult
and humorous experience
as . several psychology
student s rela te in the
st o ry on _page 1 6 _-

i7 qu_e stions

to b e a dded

Facultyevaluation forms ,
nee_d swreeping changes.
By BARRY BRADLEY
Assistant Editor

A report calling for swee ping changes in the stude nt
. evaluation of instruction, to b e gin at the end of this
quarter, has been submitte d by ·an on-going committee
formed last summer by Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice president
for Academic Affairs.
The coml}1ittee was instrµcted to study, in-depth, the
student evaluation of instruction forms for purposes of
up-dating the procedures. The forms are the ones faculty
ask students fill out in at least one class at the end of each
qu.arter. The students rate the instructor as to his
preparation for class, quality of lectures, whether the
instructor was available for consultation, and general course
presentation.
According to Dr. Margaret Thomas, a!Wstant dean for
Academic Affairs, and Dr. Richard Tucker, assistant
professor of psychology, the committee was originally
. formed in response to criticism of the evaluation procedure.
Tucker said ther e were some thoughts the evaluations
were used more for evaluation of instructors concerning
tenure, promotions and raises, rathe r than for actual course
improvement. H e added that the aim of the evaluations has
· always been to result in actual course and instructional
improvement, but the re has been some criticism this was
not always the case.
According to the committee re port, the e valua tion of
ins truc tion has two p u rpo ses: "to serve as one o f the
so urces of stude nt input t o the instru c t o r in o rde r tha t the
ins truc tor be he lped to m o d ify his/her te a c hing, and to
serve as on e of the sources of informatio n available to
adminstra t ors to aid them in det erm ining the effectiven ess
of t h e instructor's teaching."
T u cker, who is chairman of t he committe-e, said it is
sometimes hard to separate the two purposes of t h e
evaluations. In concept, he said, they are different, b ut in
reality, they are closely rela te d .
· He said if t he eva lµations were used only fo r
administrative p urposes, they wo uld actu ally un dermine the
pu rpose of course improvemen t. The in~tru cto r would be so
consciou s of what the students tluought of him t h at t h e
effectiveness of the course wo uld be sacrificed, he said.. Yet,

he a dded , on the. othe r side of the coin, the evaluations are
·a necessary part of the crite ria used in the decision whether
to grant an instructor tenure or promotion.
Ms. Thomas said some faculty members think the
evaluations are the most important, if not the only
criterion, used in tenure or promotion decisions. But, she
said, this is only one source of information affecting faculty
decisions.
The Board of Regents (BOR) Operation Manual states
that in addition to student evaluation information, there
are about nine -0ther forms of criteria used in evaluation of
faculty. They include, research and other creative activities,
productivity, service to the university, ot_her university
duties, chairman's evaluation, faculty evaluation, self
evaluation, evaluation by other university officials and
eventual evaluation and approval by the university
president.
In addition to the standard questions that will appear on
the new forms, a professor will be able to include his own
questions for · his personal use. These questions will be
coded on the answer sheet and also on the computer
printout so -the instructor will be the only one -'who will
know what the answers mean. Answers to this type of
-question will not become a part of the instructor's
permanent file.
·
Ms. Thomas said these questions would be designed to
aid the instructor in improving his particular course which
m ay b e ve ry differe nt from other courses in s uc h a way tha t
the standard ques tions on the evalu ation may not apply.
The answ ers to the othe r questions w ill be r e vie wed by the
chairm an o f. the department and by t h e instru c tor and
th o ug h they are not o p e n to public insp ection, the y will be
part of the instruc t or's file with the universit y .
The report st a te d , "In no case \'fill the instruc t or receive
the· forms prior to their an alysis or prior .to the rep or ting of
final grad es." This a lso applies to the q u estion s the
instructor himself included in .the q uestio n aire. T h ese, said
Ms. Thomas, will remain unopened until after the instru c t o r
h as issu ed fin al grad.es.
T h e new form s w ill inclu de seve n more questi on s than
the o ld for m s. T h e n ew q u estions w ill ask the stude n t to
(Co n tinu ed on page 2)
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"Rita-----------rcontinuedfrom page 1)
hands on someone, I would." Men do
not seem to be interested in older
women, she explained.
Clearly becoming relaxed as the
interview continued, Mrs. Reutter
said she still preferred to live by
herself since she did not want to
impose on her children's families,
two of which live in Florida.
Mrs.
Reutter explained she
campaigned almost anywhere and
anytime, citing examples of how she

~:gn:" ~~:e~:s ;o~~rc~~ou;:;~
going to get 'launched'," she laughed.
Mrs. Reutter was sponsored by
t.he FTU Student Government
Cabinet and
the Veterans
Administration. She was appointed a
student senator in October .to fill a

·-Sf\~~&.Jb
Gifts, Clothing,
andicrafts, Jewelry
and Paraphernalia
15% DISCOUNT
: WITH SCHOOL I.D.

vacancy. A graduate student in
guidance counseling, Mrs. Reutter
works during the day on campus and
attends classes. at night.
In June 1976, she graduated with
a batchelor's degrees in public
administration from the University of
New Haven in Connecticut. In
September, she enrolled at FTU,
partially to escape the Connecticut
weather.
"Th'e main question others ask is

ORLANOO FASHI°" SQUARE

.... 896-3253 _-- - :

:~~: ~i~ r~:ll ~~e~?:~eM:~~t~:tu~:;

..
a challenge, like Mt. Evere'St is to the
mountain climbers.
'
"People get into a rut and don't ·
dg things. As long as I have gas in the
· car and coffee in hand .I want to keep
, • on going," she exclaimed.
.

BRAND MAN

.
.

INVITES YOU ·.
TO VISIT
.CJJRAND ELE(;.._TRONICS
INTERSTATE MALL
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE

!'JAME BRAND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
-

ALWAVS AT

!~E

RIGHT PRICE -

894-0961 ,

Master Charge
Bank Americard"
. Financing Avai_lable

SMILING RITA REUTTER enjoys the rest of' the game
along with other homecoming candidates, (ab'?ve) ... Later,

Photo bY Bernat Schooley

she trips the light fantastic at the victory dance (top right). 1

· ------1--------Evaluation-

·For the Best Deals
in .Town!!!
I Will Not Be Undersold!

(Continued from page 1)

provide
certain background
information about himself such as:
reasons for t:i..king the course, grade
expected to receive; grade deserved,
hours per week devoted to the course
outside · class, current class standing,
overall GPA and whether the course
was required.
At this point, a question arises as
to the necessity of this type of
question. Is it possible for an
instructor to disregard evaluations
from the students who do not have a
high GPA? Or how about the student
·who reported that he only spent a
few hours outside the class on class
related work? Is it possible the
instructor might think this type of
student would not get much out of
the class no niattcr how it was
taught?
Ms. Thomas said this is always
possible, and at times, even valid,
because there always a certain
number of students in any university
that just cannot be reached because
they may not want to learn or
because they have personal problems.
She said the instructor is supposed to
design tne course to be the most
possible benefit to the most possible
students, while at the same time
attempting to reach the below
average student.
She
added other studies

concerning correlation between
evaluation of instruction and student
performance found the students who
did poorly in the course are generally
the ones giving the instructor the
poorest evaluation.
"We are not looking for anything
in particular in this correlation study
at FTU," Ms. Thomas said. "We are
trying to remain as objective as
possible. We just want to see the
results we get her!' from this type of
study."
-~

PRATT
&WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT ·
GROUP

Ms. Thomas said the committee
will constantly monitot the
evaluations and the response by the
students and faculty. She said a
survey· will be conducted next
quarter to find out how well the new
evaluations arc being received.
"We haven't developed a perfect
evaluation," said Ms. Tho!11aS, "but
this standing committee will be
watching the results closely in an
effort to constantly improve the
process of faculty evaluation."

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE'

G>R. JOHN J.
.ANNOUNCES THE
OF Hl·S

01

HAMMERLI
RELOCATION

OFFICE TO HIS NEW BUILDING
. FOR THE PRACTIC.E OF

OPTOMETRY
EYE EXAMINATION.

CONTACT LENSES ANO VISUAL TRAINING
AT

10279 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE

ORLAN~~~l:~c:.~~~~

3280.:

TELEPHONE

CAMPUS
MARCH 2, 19Y7

(3 05)

273-7370

to interview candidates

Consult your Placement Office.
for degree and field of study
requirements

()\\Gl"Q\\S.
APPA ·REL FOR WOMEN .
NOW SHOWING
SPRING~-

SUMMER

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP

~11/,

¥:'l:lt'ifowo1Es

An Equal Opportunity Employer I Male & Female

YOV ~RE INVITED
JUNIOR
COORDINATES

CONWAY CENTER•CURRY FORD RD. & CONWAY RD.•ORLANDO

TO

HOPE LUTHERAN CHU.R CH

~

2600 N. Dean Rd.

9: Hi°a.m. Sunday-Famiiy Christian Education .Hour
· 10:30 a.m. Sunday-Worship
'
Lance A. Netland, Pastor, 678-2011
Member Unitefl Campus ~inistry Team, FTU_ ,

Kiss-Off

Gay club declines;
Gree:ri 'withdraws'

FTU Greeks participated in the
Sea World Kiss-Off last Sunday and
received donations totaling $63.02
for the Heart Fund.
Panhellenic made up of FTU's
fo1,1r sororities, defeated the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) by a
small margin in competing for the
greatest number of kisses. Russ
Crispell of Tau Kappa Epsilon kissed
4,091 times while Jennell Bridges of
Tyes-sorority topped him with 4,508
kisses.
_
The women's total was 56,796
kisses and the men followed with
56,119 kisses. The total kiss-off
count was 112,915 kisses. "It was a

The Gay Student Association of FTU, after numerous attempts to be
accepted as an organization on campus, has declined from the scene.
Former president of the club, John Greene, remarked, "I've withdrawn. I'm
not gonna do it all. I favor the group but I'm not gonna run it."
Green said his reasons for resigning are partially because he is approaching his
senior year in engineering and has less time to manage the club. But more
evident, he feels FTU does not have a large enough base of support for suca
gr=~
"We are concentrating more on seeing a city group arranged," Green said,
implying that FTU's campus is not ready for a gay club.
Concerning the legal status of the club, Green said he was not aware of the
club's actual standing.with the students.
"They are obviously not getting. any fanfare," remarked Jimmie Ferrell,
director of the Office of Student Organizations and .Orientation. He claims the
club to have been very active in terms of getting some support legislated· at a
state level He also remarked that the club is popular at giving lectures and
seminars at other places.
·
As far as the existence of the club goes, Farrell remarked he is certain the
club has been meeting.
Green declined to offer any idea whether the club still meets but referred to
Richard Stultz, a senior majoring in sociology, concerning any reorganization
attempts.
Stultz denied the fact. "To betin with, I'm not even a full·time student so I
can't reorganize the club;" he said He claims at his point, the club is unofficial
although at one time he says there were 18 members, five of which were active . .
Stultz further · expressed his hope that the club would attempt to reorganize.
The chances, howevei, seem slim according to both Stultz and Green. "FTU
is too conservative. People are too terrified of knowing anyone gay," Stultz said.
Ferrell remarked, "Their emphasis was on counseling and trying to improve
public awareness."
And while not condoning or supporting the organization, Ferrell praised
.Green adding, "what needed to be done, he did it."

' s Ill a c k Ing
• '~~::io~~~~s~ds!!.11'w!~~en,
.
success

public
The FTU Panhellenic Council was
awarded the kiss-off trophy. All
participants received a "kisser's
pro_cl-jlmation" certificate and a
t-shirt from the Yl06 radio station,
which covered the day' s events. Both
Crispell and Ms. Bridges were given a
six-month membership to the
· Orlando Athletic Club.
The kiss-off ended at 4 p.m. with
a few cases' of bleeding lips and,
cheeks. Ms. Bridges received a special
kiss from ·shamu, Sea World's star
Killer Whale and Crispell kissed
Wonder Woman to the cheering of
fraternity members.
Sea World will subsidize the
kiss-off donations with money from ,
the ponds and wells throughout the
park.

Student survey reveals

Representatives unk.riown;
dissatisfied with performance
A survey of 60 FTU students
showed that 88 per cent of the
students questioned did not know
the name of their represetnative in
the student senate. Although most of
_ the students interviewed expressed
dissatisfaction with the performance
of student government; over 95 per
cent said they would not want to see
student government abolished. '
Many of the students said they felt
that performance was related to lack
of communication between the
student
body
and
student
government. "I would like to see a
representative once in a while, to find
out what he is all about," said an
unidentified junior. Teri Maher, a
sophomore
majoring
ifl
Environmental
Engineering
said,
''.You don't find out about anything
before it's tOQ late. There needs to be
a little more communication between

student government and the student
body." Susan D'Zurillo, a senior
majoring in Marketing felt student
government should stand behind the
rights of students, "but they don't do
the job they could do."
In
order
to
improve
communication, student government
held
gripe sessions this week.
Students were encourated to voice
their complaints about the university
to senators that were posted at table
on the Village Center (VC) Patio.
However, five of the students
interviewed criticized the location of
the gripe sessions. "I know a lot of
students who don't even make- it
down to the VC. They should have
the gripe sessions in a more central
location like the library because
everybody goes to the library," said
Damon Reed a senior in biological
_education.

Experts speak on
sp~e_ch disorders
·lectures emphasizes organization,
The first of. four lecturers on a
administration and also progi:arn
communieative disorders was given
implementation
of
the
Wednesday
to
students
and
communicatively handicapped; slides
professronals working in · speech
and films will supplement the
pathology, audiology, deaf education:
lectures.
. and special education.
The
"speakers.
were
Bernice
Gaiptman,
director
of
speech
pathology for the Easter Seals Speech
and Hearing Clinic ·in Orlando and
Nancy Marconi, the interim director
of the Easter Seal Society of Orange,
Seminole and Osceola counties; Mrs.
Gaiptman
discussed
the
local
organization
and
administration
programs given by the Orlando
Air Force ROTC can give
Speech and Hearing Clinic, while Ms.
more value to your college
Marconi described ,the relationship
years and help you pay for
between
local clinics and the
your schooling at the same
National Easter Seal Society.
time. You can compete for a
All lectures are sponsored by the
two, three, or four-year Air
FTU Communication Department
Force ROTC scholarship that
and the Communication Disorders
will pay you $100 a month
Clinic. The other lectures will be held
and· pay for your tuition,
in room 359 of· the Engineering ·
books and lab fees, too.
Building on Feb. 23, · March 2 and
March 9 at 4 p.m. and are open to all
students
futerested
in
the
communicatively handicapped . .
Next Wednesday's lecture will
feature Hilary D. Farrabee, director
of speech pathology at the Orlando
Sunland Center. Discussion will be on
the operation and programs of the
Center. For March 2, Mary Hopkins,
supervisor of deal education in the
Orange· County School System is
scheduled to speak on what her
department is doing for Orange
County Schools. During the final
lecture, Glorid Tolar, chairperson for
speech, language and hearing services
in the Seminole County Schools, will
speak about the programs in use for
~HONE
Seminole Co~ty.
11r
Discussion for this series of

Future•-•
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Wesley Bryant, a junior majoring
in Engineering Technology said
student government could improve
communication by publishing a
weekly newsletter and po~ting i in
different places. "I think they could
have a student government bulletin
board in the student lounges in all
the buildings," said Bryant.
John Kelley, student body vice
president,
said
that
student
government is working on different
ways to improve communication
with the students. "We have Nexus
which gives you any kind of
in-formation
about
student
government you want," said Kelley.
Nexus is a student government
- sponsored telephone system where
students. can call and ask for a variety ·
of taped information, ·Kelley said
student govemment is a}go trying to
place a marquis in· the snack .bar
where information about events .
could be posted.

' STUOENT SENATORS Ron Jalqibisin and Andy Popko
participated in the senate's "gripe sessions" held out on the
Patio last_Tuesda~.

.ye

11:icl1ol1r
alle'91
ROCK-DISCO
~ 0~EST. LIGHTED
:'·.,ANCE FLOOR

, ftN TilE SOlJTHEASTJ .
·'ruESDA Y NIGHTS:
.·FREE ADMISSION.

WITH COLLEGE IiJ,s·
275-2264

.

rsce mrc-......, .. • 8real WllY81 lll8
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.DOWNTOWN ORLANDO ;
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Map readers

~high' o~

-educatio.n co.urse

Scaring high above the FTU campus on certain clear days
Upon passing the FTU campus, the flight plan calls for a
T;lil'f."~~
you are likely to find Dr. King Merritt, assistant professor
sighting of Lake 'Pickett ·which as Merritt says, "Looks kind
of education, and one of his EDEL 312 or EDEL 317
of ·like an almond." The students are asked by Merritt to
students feverishly pouring over an aerial map trying to find
observe the coloration of the lake and speculate as to why
FTU and variou s other landmarks.
it is that color.
·
Conceived by Merritt and Dr. Frederick Green of the
Coming into sight next is the Channel Nine tower which
College of Education as a more interesting way to become is one of the highest points in Central Florida and is used
familiar with maps and their use, the aerial map reading is
by Merritt for a low altitude air marker. "If you see a point
titled "Operation Eagle."
above the horiz on, that's where you are/' he said. "I ask
"Map study turns out to be one of the dryest subjects to
the students how high the tower is according to the map
in struct and get interested in," said Merritt. "We trie.d to
and ask them to comJ?ute t he height of the tower and then .
think of some way to make the map study more interesting
ask if the map is correct."
·
and decided maps were easier to read f~om the air.'' He
"The map I used isn't right ," said Merritt. "The moral of
added that he likes to fly anyway and loves an excuse to get
that lesson is, of course, to use an up-to-date map."
up in the air.
"The tower collapsed several years ago and when they
The program first began iri spring quarter 1976 and has replace d it, they built it two or three hundred feet higher
had good success said Merritt. "Most of the students are
than it had previously been," said Merritt. "If a pilot didn't
very willing and cooperative about the flying portion of the
have an up-to-date mao. he cou ld be in for a bad exoerience
class. I want to make it very clear that no one is required to
with a tower of that height."
go flying just because they're in Dr. c:i;reen'.s map
The students who are being instructed by Merritt in map
instruction class; it's purely voluntary," Merritt said.
reading will be teaching elementary school children how to
Students are not required to supply anything for the
use maps. Merritt said that he hopes this flying map ~essons .....,....._._ _ _"';7!-~"'.:'
flights which originate at the Chuluota Airport near Oviedo.
will stim u late the stu dents enough to make them ·
"I supp1Y all the gas, oil and piloting skills," said Merritt, · enthusiastic when they teach the children.
who has been flying since 1957.
"The most interesting part, I think, of the trip is the St.
The instruction sheet for the flight po_rtion of the EDEL
John's River," said Merritt. "It's never the same, always
317 class says that the only thing the student must supply
changing. At times it looks more like_a series of small lakes
for Operation Eagle is a pen or pencil that writes above
and doesn't even rese'mble a river."
1,000 feet.
After the flight, Merritt asks the students about it and
Upon lifting off from Chuluota airport, Merritt heads
tries to. answer any questions the students may have about
north toward Sanford airport with the first check point
it or the map reading. "I also ask the students to write a
Lake Jessup.
paper about their experiences and the flight. They always
"You'd be surprised how many people have trouble
surprise me because they notice so many things which go
finding Lake Jessup," said Merritt with a grin. ·"Things look
unmentioned during the flight. "
quite different when you're 1,0CIO feet up.
At the end of the quarter, the students receive a diploma
"After sighting Lake Je~sup, we tum southbound toward
which certifies their map reading capabilities received in
Oviedo," said Marritt, "and you'd be amazed at how many
Operation Eag1e. Curiously enough, the diploma refers to
people can't spot Oviedo. " Next we make a slight tum to
the Operation Eagle gradu ates as "eaglets" which means,
Photo by .Jim Eades
the west and then swing around and head east which takes
educational aerial geographical learning environment
DR. KING MERRITI' inspects the airplane used for giving
us right down FTU Blvd. This is thyonly part of the flight
teacher. "It took Dr. Green and I several visits to various
students first hand knowledge of aerial map reading.
that can be called sightseeing."
restaurants to come up with that title," said Merritt.

Courses
offered in
Spain, Italy
. Not so many years ago, the
end-of-school-year vacation period
for students meant days of working,
visiting with friends or just loafing.
My contrast, FTU's Departl)1ent of
Foreign Languages will offer two
summer study programs during the
. 1977 summer quarter, the third
annual summer program in Italy and
fifty annual summer program in
Spain.
These programs, approved by the
Board of Regents, are open to all
students of the State University
System (SUS) on an equal basis. In
addition to all SUS, these programs
are
open
to
secondary school
teachers and to anyone who is /
interested
in
obtaining ; an
understanding and developing an
appreciation for a foreign culture.
Dr. Anthony V. Cervone, chairman
of Foreign Languages Department
and director of the Italian program
said, "The average Florida student
does not have available to him the
type of art and foreign languges
available in Europe. That is becau se
of the shortage. of ethnic groups in
this state.

ANTHONY CERVONE
-=-Q.rR_gpyp. djrec_tor _

_

"Tfie
Italian- silminer
study
program will_ be held in Urbino, Italy,
while the Spanish Program Will div!de
its time between Oviedo and Seville,
Spain,"
Cervone
said.
"Both
programs will run from June 26 to
August 19. The price for each is
$985, which includes the jet fare
from New York, room and board,
and weekend excursions," he said.
"We've done· research and found
tha~
this is the least expensive
program of its type in the country.
Cervone said that students were
almost evenly divided between the
two tours last year (about 15 in each
group). He said the Spanish summer _
study program, directed by Dr.
Arrriando Payas, associate professor
of Foreign Languages, consisted
mai.n.ly of Spanish majors, while
Humanities, Art and ·History majors
formed the bulk of the Italian
program."
-

I

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.
A ·v ision of the world, 10 million years
in .t he future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in ·the
final battle for world supremacy.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRF.SENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

·WIZAf!IZ.

Written. Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
Produced by Bakshi Productions, Inc.

~MllT!~~-1

Col~r by De -Luxe•

.

c1977T"!!'"'ieth C entury-Fox

llil.

..,,STARTS FRIDAY FEB. 25 AT THE INTERSTATE IV THEATRE,,
..CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES,,
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Edmunds and Curley
keep audience in tears ·
By JOE KILSHEIMER

enjoy tha t t h e y were a p art of t he show and responded
both loudly a n d enthu siastically.
After the sh o w , Curle y r e lat e d how h e and E dmunds
Re turning fo.r the third time to FTU, t h e come dy team
for m e d t h eir a c t.
of Joey Edmunds and Tom Curley kept the ir au dience
"We go t t ogether in under grad u a te school in Wisconsin.
nearly in tears for an ho u r-long per fo r mance.
J oey was part of a folk mu sic grou p and when that fe ll
The 20 0 people that fille'd the Village Cente r A ctivity a p art, we got togeth er. At f irst, he was just pla ying som e
R o o m were delighted by their off beat humo r and C urle y 's folk son gs and t h en I wo uld come and d o some stu ff. '
oontinu al stre am of soun d effects. C urle y' s re p ertoire Pretty soon h e droppe d th e mu sic and w e st arted getting
ranged from the p ie r c ing w hine o f a dentist's drill t o the som e r o u tines together ," said C urle y .
sound of a dog fight ing Natio n al A irlines j e t' p lane .
" A lot of the stuff that we do is p atterned afte r t h e stuff
The team began t he act by assu m ing t h e ro les of two
t h a t ap pears in m agazin es like M ad and 'Nation a l
airline p ilots, E dmunds the slightly n e rvous copilot and . Lam p oon, " said C urley. Curley also said t h a t two of t h e
Curle y an all-con fiden t, slightly d runk captain. It turne d
oomedians tha t h e admire d t h e m ost ar e Sid Cea sar and
o u t that Curley had los t a girl t o anothe1· pilo t p assing b y Ernie Kovacs. "The ir shows weren ' t like to d ay' s mode rn
and th e scen e turned into "' dogfight with C urle y taking oomedy sh ows w hich ar e so slick b ecau se the y (Kovac s and
commend of the airliner with its on e hund re d o ccu pants Cessar) wer e Jive.
and going after t he other pilo t.
"Alth o u gh a lo t of their stuff was slap stick, t h ey and the
T he act continued with the team encouraging a u dien ce · rest of t he n ation knew rightaway w h en the ma terial was a
par tic ipation. At one poin t t h ey took a young woman out born," said C urley.
of the audience and recons tru.cted a n ervous gu y's fir st
Curley said the y had been working together for about
date. This time Edmund took the role of the nervou s guy eight years. "We used to play j u st small bars, b u t now we
and Curle y portray ed a magnanimou s fr iend who had are playing about 150 college s a year. Curley said they will
offered to drive Curle y to the big dance and gave him tips also be appearing on NBC' s " Satu rday Night" program in
on how to manage the situation. The audie n ce seemed to the future .
1
S taff W rit er

Couple sh~re coln1non -goal;
soon to earn sa1ne degree
By €ARRIE HUNT ING
Staff Writer

Grady and Maria Mesimer are a
very unu sua l husband and wife team.
Not only do they share the same
ho u se, bu t t hey, also share the same
books, the 'same teachers and e ven
the same in terest in criminal j ustice.
A t the en d of t his q u arter bo th w ill
grad u ate fro m FTU with t h e sam e
degree in Criminal Justice.
Grady and Maria first m e t w hile
the y we re both working- part time a t
Se ars a nd while a tte nding Brevard
Community College (BCC). At tha t
time G rady w a s inte'r este d in t he
wo rld of business, and at BCC h e
graduated with a d egree in Business
A dministration. Maria wasn 't really
sure wh at sh e w anted t o do, b ut did
know that she was intereste d in law
en force m ent lUld gra d u a te d from
BCC with a degree in ~ Political .

Island, " Maria Said.
Since this is the ir last qu arte r a t
FTU, Grady and Maria attend cla sses
only on Monday and We dnesday
afternoons. They also attend tluee
night classes at the Brevard R e sidence
Center and av erage abO'u t five ho u rs a
day studying .
Ever since they first chose t he
same field to wor k in , t h e Mesimers
h ave had th e same classes and at the
same time. " We e ve n s hared o u r
books" Mana stated. · "We read
toge ther and q uiz each other," G rady
said.
"Be ing m arrie d h as m a d e it e a sie r
for u s to study t oge ther. When we
stu d y togethe r , it 's like we'v e b e come
classmates rather t h an hu sband and
wife," h e added .
" We h ave the san1e interests so we
are the re t o motivate each oth er"
Maria co mme n ted.
Whe the r one is motivated easie r

Orlando Police Department."
After graduating from F TU, both
Grady and Maria must complete two
months of special training for t h e
police department. T he tritini.ng may
either be obtained from a local police
acadeniy or at BCC.
Maria said she would like to w o rk
with juveniles rat her t h an ad ults. Her
husband would e ve ntually like to
furt h er his e du cation b y at tepding
law sch o ol, b ut for right n ow, he said
h e wo uld settle for becoming a
proba tion or p arole officer.

0

EDMUNDS AND CU.R LEY, a ·po pular comedy team which
has appeared at FTU twice before; were again up to theii
usual antics homecoming week performing in the VCAR,

ALL RECORDS ;& TAPES
AT-.BIG DISCOUNTS!
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GRADY AND MARIA MESSIMER are a duo that share a
home, textbooks, teachers, classes and interests. They will
also graduate together in _J une.
·science.
In January 1975 the two of them
were· married. B efore starting school
at FTU, Grady decided he wanted
another degree to work for an be
involved in. "I j u st wasn't really
enthusiastic abo ut business anymore
" Grady said and added , "I wanted
something that would be more
interesting."
"We began reading and lo oking
through t he school catalog, searching
foT
something
that
looked
interesting. We chose a subject= the .
reading and stu dying materil4 that we
would be learnin school ra.ther than
the job we could eventually get, "
Maria said.
''I was interested in law, u Maria
said , and Grady adde d that. it was
Maria's interest in law enforcement
that swayed him toward a degree in
Crirnmal Justice.
AfteI deciding on a degree to work
towards, the Mesimer s began their
journey to FTU from Me rritt Island.
" The hardest part of going to
school w.as driving from Merritt

than the other is hard to telL Their
grades are pretty much e qual, but
Grady reluctantly admitted that his
wife's grade point average is a· little
higher.
.
"My excuse is that I've worked
part time longer and more hours e ach
week," Grady ·laughingly said, "Maria
had a better average coming out of
BCC," he explained.
Maria's average now stands at 3.4
while Grady 's stands at 3.36.
After go ing to school together, the
Mesimers jointly said, "Now we
wouldn't have it where one went to
school and one stayed home."
The two have plans of looking for
jobs after graduation, which Grady
q u ickly said, "we really nee d ."
If they can get through school
together, they figure that they can
also work together. "We would
consider working in the
same ·
organizatio n, " but never in the same
department," Grady said.
The two have applied at several
local ,-police departments and, said
Maria, "we have a good ·ch ance at the

LOUN~E
· 140 Fernwood Boulevard
Fern Park. Florida 32730
I
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Phone 305/83.1 -8822
Schedule of Events:
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$ 3. 00 per person 9:00 - 2:00
Wed. Ladies' Night $ 2. 99 Steak Special
, Thurs. Men's Night, Beer Drinking Contest
Two for One Happy Hour M_on.-Fri. 5:00-8:00
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75¢ Draft
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Homecoming '77
is historic event
Now that the iixcitement of
Homecoming '77 has subsided
and the even t has been logged
in history for a ll to see on
NBC, we feel it appropr iate to
praise some, criticize others
and offer a brief ana lysis of
Rita Reutter's quick rise to
fame as FTU' s "Best of the
West ."
Since former student body
president Gary Andersen reinstituted the homecoming idea .
two years ago, FTU's version
of this traditional college extravaganza has · transformed
from little more than a parade
into a major event rating
national publicity. In terms of
expertise and enthusjasm, this
year's celebration . will no
doubt be remembered as one
of FTU's best.
While this homecoming, like
others in the past, started off
slow it was quickly ac_celerated as students, candidates and the media , alike,
discovered th~t Rita Reutter
was for real. When she first
began parading around cam' pus declaring her quest for
candidacy with a sign attached to a handbag and a pad
of signat_ures. in her hand,
some found it hard-to believe a
grandmother of 14 was actually running for the coveted
reign. When national news
organizations picked up the
story, some persons were
remorsed
that
she
was
receiving more publicity than
the other candidates. Nevertheless most persons seemed to
be h appy and somewhat
amazed to see a familiar face
gracing their TV screens.
Some who were upset with
Mrs.
Reutte r 's
candidacy
decided _ to vocally express
their displeasure when she was
crowned at Saturday night's
basketball game. After all, the
election of a
58-year-old
woman over-twelve 18 to 20year-olds does somewhat
break
~he
spirit
of
the
trad.i tional homecoming contest.
Since Mrs.
_Reutter
received about 75 per cent of a
record 841 votes cast in the
contest, it is obvious this
criticism stemmed from supporters of those candidates
who did not make it . Fortunately the round of applause·

from Mrs. Reutter' s supporters
effectively masked from the
media's mi crop hones the
childish "boos" eminating
from a few sour fans . They
were no doubt trre same ones
who so ungraciously greeted
the Florida Southern College
players when they took the
court{
As for Mrs. Reutter's instant
success, it can be largely attributed to the fact she was the
first grandmother-type to run
for
col1ege
homecoming
royalty. let alone win the title.
Not only did she qualify for
the candidacy, but she actively worked to solicit votes-more so than most of the other
candidates. This sincerity,
coupled with the students'
normal curiosity with new
fads, the media's interest in
"firsts'" and the resultant
community support, carried
enoug·h momentum for a victory. The main reason she won
this year--the fact she was the
first-is why a future middleaged
candidate
for
homecoming
queen
will
have a considerably smaller
chance for success. Fraternities and sororities will once .
aga in muster peer support for
their candidates, the "silent
· majority" who set the voting
record and turned out at the
polis to elect Mrs. Reutter will
return to the ranks of apathy._
the.media coverage will be absent and the older males
will once. again turn their eyes
to youth_.
In
the: meantune,
we
congratu late Mrs. Reutter for _
her courage and perseverance
throughout the campaign, her
spirit and her sincerity. Few
. grandmothers would attempt
what she accomplished; and
the publicity she generated
will help build a positive
reputation for FTU.
But with a li this pomp and
circumstance
over
the
homecoming celebration, we
must not forget the very root
of the program--the basketball
team . The victory against
Florida Soutbern placed FTU
1st in the Sunshine State Conference and was a befittfng
climax for the week's activities.
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Indiana authoritie.s bungle
George Kiritsis affair
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

For us of the "pious" and
"almighty" press the three day siege
of Anthony George Kiritsis in
Indianapolis a week ago, it was a
·relief to hear his hostage made it
from the ordeal unscathed.
Howdver, we of the press also feel
the handling of the Kiritsis affair by
Indianapolis authorities was
dishearteningly calloused towai:d
individual rights and may affect the
crininal justice system in this country
and possibly around the world.
All right you Jaw enforcement
lovers, Richard Hall, the hostage, was
brought out alive. The authorities
should be given an "A" for the
preservation of life. But, the main
gripe of the affair is the same
authorities 1;hat preserved life also
granted immunity to Kirisis and then
promptly locked him up · after he
released his hostage.
We
all have
heard the
condemnation of the liberal factions
who scream foul when a criminal's
rights are violated and how we do
injustice to society. We're almost
inagreement on closing up legal
loopholes to keep the criminal from
getting away easy, but in Indianapolis
there was a serious miscarriage of
justice.
Th·e fact that Kiritsis was
pxomised immunity from prosecution
leaves a bad taste. in our mouths and
blacken_s our Jaw enforcement
officials credibility. Why not live up
to your promise lncli'!)'lpolis? The
hostage was not harmed and Kiritsis
turned himself in. How 'bout your
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end of the bargain?
Now the Kiritsis affair points up
an interesting precedent. Say a
small-tin~e criminal who has ties to a
large syndicate operation turns state's
evidence to escape prosecution and
put the larger criminal figures behind
bars. What's to prevent the district
attorney from turning around and
prosecuting the small-time hood?
What about other ~dnappers or
extortionists who like Kiritsis holes
up as authorities surround the
building. If you were that person
would you believe an officer who
promises immunity from
prosecution? It just seems to us, of
that .riddled and ribbed journalistic
fraternity, that if the authorities in
Indianapolis did not intend to release
!Oritsis then they should never have
promised -·immunity, .Poker players
call it 'play them or fold them.'
A voiding bloodshed is one thing,
but usurping the legal rights of an
individual and violating the most
moral clictum ever devised (thou shalt
not lie) makes what Kiritsis did seem
very minor in comparison.
Sure · h e did violate the rights of
the mortgagac company · executive

Election of queen,
a nonviolent protest
Eclitor:
Rita's victory was an example of nonviolent protest. A rebellion against the
solidly entrenched idea -that the public loves a female that they can place on a
pedestal and worship.
After fo ur years of high school, I was able to recognize t he· changes that came
over a girl after she became homecoming queen, prom queen, .or whatever.
Usually, these elections were nothing more than popularity contests and the
girls knew it.
·
By selecting Rita, . the student body (mainly the single unattached males)
subconsciously stated that they disliked l1aving to choose a girl who would
normally end up witn nothing more than a bloated ego.
I'm not saying that this would be the case if any of the other girls would have
won. Hopefully, college girls are mentally moxe mature than their high schpol
equivalents. But it is difficult to change the attitude held by many people
toward this type of event.
_Rita was the perfect alternate choice. She stood out because of her
appearance of being down to earth and not someone who would allow success
to go to her head.
the publicity Rita received didn't hurt her any, but it wasn't the main reason
she won.
Name withheld by request

but there was a human aspect here. It
wa,s this same executive who
. allegedly cheated Kiriisis and the
anger of being cheated gives him the
right to fight back first through
personal pica, then by legal means.
But, Kiritsis was a despe.r ate man,
maybe a mentally ill man, and his
judgment my have been impaired by
extreme emotional anxiety. We don't
pretend to condone what he did nor
do we advocate it. But we of, the
liberal press tend- understand · it
because we see it every day.
Civil libertarians all over the
country are calling for the release of
Kiritsis immediately to wipe away
that black scar on breast-plate badges
of those men in blue who normally
protect our rights so ably every day.
For every minute he sits within the
coufines of his dark cell, that much
more credibility of our law
enforcement agencies is washed away
by blatant abuses of this kind.
Who will be harmed by the release
of the 44 year-old man? Society has
been spared a murder-the hostage
lived. One would think Kiritsis'
cooperation in freeing
should
have been worth the promise they
made.
"For its startling.and bizarre nature
this case garnered little in-.depth
· media coverage. Yet justice, no·
matter how tainted by this mockery,
remains an ideal for judges, jurists
and those of the bar can strive for.
Maybe the legal officers in
Indianapolis better start learning
what justice is because they sure did
blow it last week.
So how 'bout it Indianapolis, Jet
' the poor guy go.

Han
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Commentary

Keeping blacks in school major problem
Editor's note: The following is the
fourth segment in a 1 0 week series of
articles about FTU's Black Student
Union (BSU). The series will include
articles ·about the purpose, the future
and present direction of the BSU and
the students involved in the
organization.

By KENNETH MONTGOMERY
Special to the Future

What's all the uproar over the lack
of minority students in today's
colleges? Why are Black Student
Unions (BSU), black administrators
and educators around the · state
calling the Jaco . of minority students
enrolled in the college and univers!ty
system a major problem? Why are
these folks calling this problem the
No. 1 priority to be solved by the
higher educational system?
Last month during a fact-finding

tour of Florida state universities I
came across some interesting and
startling bits of information . On the
eve of departing from FTU, the BSU
President's Stude nt Committee on
Minority Affairs (PSCMA) discovered
in 1974 only one half of the black
students enrolled in the FTU's four
year program had completed the
program. Out of the 150 or less black
students of the 300 or so enrolled in
the FTU program, only one half will
graduate. That alone nearly caused
me to cancel the trip to the other ·
state universities because it would
have been too embarrassing to
explain to the other BSUs the black
administrators what was happening at
FTU.
However, the president and I
·embarked on the first leg of the tour
to Florida State University (FSU).
There we were gr!Jeted by Lucious
Gnatt: FSU's presidential advisor on
Minority Affairs. the brother laid any
feelings I harbored about being
embarrassed to rest after explaining
that he had just gotten off the phone

with
someone
in
the
athletic
department
concerning
minority
athletes. It seems that in the past
FSU would use a black athlete to
have winning teams and somehow
not grant these players a degree. If
you can remember, an FSU team
went to the NCAA championships
against UCLA about five years ago. A
few of those star FSU basketball
players are still in school to get that
degree.
We also
learned from
Gary
Johnson, the -president of the FSU
Black Student Union , that on a
campus of nearly 25,000 only 1,000
to 1,200, or roughly three per cent,
were black. We also discovered that a
number of programs that were
instrumental in recruiting
these
thousand or so students were being
slowly phased or merged out of
existence. One in particular was the
FSU "Horizons-Unlimited" Program
(HUP) was being enlarged to handle
the needs of all the minorities that
entered the university instead of the
120 the program a~ready assisted.

Chief Justice resigns ;
'council not effective'.
By JOE KILSHEIMER
Staff Writer

The Chief Justice of the Student Body Judicial
Council, Him Holmes resigned to take another position
in Student Government, but not before h e expressed
doubts about the effectiveness of the council.
Holmes will be taking on the position as Student
Government (SG) executive assistant for information.
He said he was taking this position because it was
salaried as oppOl\ed to the Chief Justice' s which is
voluntary.
Holmes said his doubts about the effectivenesses of
the council st11:mmed from deficiencies in rules that
govern the council. "This is the first year for the judic ial
council
under
the
new
(student
government)
constitution, but the judicial sta tute~ had some serious
Oaws in them. Many of the provisions that 1 felt were
importa,it were vetoed by the administration," said
Holmes.

One of the most serious flaws in the statutes said
Holmes is that when students appear before the judicial
council they do not have the right to have a legal
counsel present. Holmes felt that the right to legal
counsel is basic American right that should be included
in the judicial statutes.
In other SG action, Student Body President Rick
Walsh signed two bills that allocated money to the
Sarsapirilla Station Co. and the FTU crew team.
The Sarsapirilla Station Co. is an interpretative
theater group that has oeen performing different
childrens stories at elementary schools in Orange
County. Th~ money, which amounted to $203, will be
used to send the troup to Tampa for an interpretative
theater seminar.
The crew team was allocated $550 which will be used
for the final purchase of a new four-man shell. The crew
team won the national championship for the four-man
team in 1974 in a borrowed shell and will now be ab le
to in crease practice ·time with the added boat.

FTU developed ·s yste1n
saves restaurant 1noney
Red Lobster Restaurants will have
lower electric bills due to the efforts
of Dr. Robert Deering, professor of
engineerin g at FTU.
, "W hat we did," said Deering, "was
to determine Which' appliances use
what amounts of energy during peak
load periods and figure out how to
shift the energy load from appliances
· which could be shut off to units
which needed the energy more."
Controlling systems for industrial
use are for sale by several companies
said DDoering, but they cost about
$4000 which is too much money for
Red
Lobster
Restaurants which
operate between 1200 and 250
restaurants in the southeast.
"Rich
Baker
(a
graduate
engineering student) and I designed a
controlling unit which cost about
$400 and does basically the same job
as the industrial units only on a
smaller scale for commercial use,"
said Doering. "The controlling device
is basically a sort of timing device
which turns various appliances on
and off according to their enegey
damands and what time of day it is."
I knew the vice president down at
Red Lobster," said D.oering. "He was
interested in reviewing their designs
of eneigy consumption and how they
could redesign and save some energy.
So, I said, 'give me a grant and I'll do
some research on it1 .,,
Doering said he recruited Baker
who did much of the design work on
the controlling device.
"We tried our ideas on the Red
Lobster Restaurant in Daytona Beach
and the restaurant ended up saving
about $100 a month. That might not
seem like much, but when you
multiply that number by 200 or 250,
you're talking about $250,000 a

year."
Doering said that he feels that
research he did along with Baker _was

worthwhile and helped both the
school and Red Lobste r Restaurants.
"Rick also got a great deal of
valuable knowledge from the project
and even manage to get a job with
Red Lobster after he graduated,"
added Doering.
In addition to the Red Lobster
project, Doering also is working on
many others. One of these is a
research project involving biorhythms
and the effect they have on persons
working in jobs where they need to
be at their peak performance. "Such
as a policeman who isn't up to par
and shouldn't be on the job.," said
Doering.

Anothe r proje ct whic h Doering is
involved in is "crimebusters" as he
c;µJs it. This idea originated in
Albaquerque, N.M. and uses Actors
to re-enact various unsolved crimes
and broadcast the dramatizations on
television and publish the details oi"
the crimes in newspapers.
"So far," said Doering, "they've
solved 45 previously unsolved crimes
do to the aid of the public. We're
waiting fo; the tapes to see how it's
done .
Channel
Six
WDBO
is
interested and the Orlando Police
Department is interested."
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This would have probably meant no
problem if someone would have
realized that the two peoplw working
on HUP could no~ possibly handle
the new workload. So effective was
the program that HUP turned many
students away
because of the
program's enrollment ceiling. As a
matter of fact, schools like Jones
High in Orlando, West Orange High in
Winter Garden and St. Cloud High
School all submitted a list of student
candidates for the program that were
unable to be admitted to the
Horizons Unlimited Program.
The next leg of the tour brought
us to the University of South Florida
(USF) in Tampa. There we found
much of the same problems, but like
FTU, USF had not developed any
specific programs to deal with the
problem of minority recruitment and
retention.
·
The next week the FTU BSU
hosted the first conference for black
student organizations' presidents in
the state. Presidents and presidential
representatives from around the state
were all concerned about the lack of
minority
students
enrolled
in
collegiate programs today.
A few days ago the Florida Board
of Regents (BOR) Chancellor E. T .
York made the statement in the St.
Petersburg Times that the BOR was
"doing as much as can be expected"
in the
of minority student

recruitment. This statement had
followed the recent U.S. District ·
Court order for the BOR to speed its
desegregation plans in the Florida
university system.
Following our fact-finding tour of
the
state
universities
felt
compelled
to
reply
to
the
chancellor's comments.· Our reply: If
what we found at FTU and other
state universities was the result of
"doing as can be expected" then we
have
to
question
Mr.
York's
commitment in complying with court
order as well as his appointment as
chancellor of the university system.
But wl}at does all this mean? It
means that we, the black community,
will be suffering in the future. It
means that there will be a continued
and even a worsening of the present
shortage of black doctors to care for
black families in the ghettos of the
north and .the rural sough. It will
mean that there will be a continued
shortage of black lawyers needed to
defend the black family paying $100
a month for a shack they've just been
evicted from after refusing to pay
another penny until there is some
much needed maintenance done to
their home, a lack of black lawyers to
fight to maintain our civil rights. It
will mean that as every day pases we
lose, we lost black students today
and the black community loses the
suffers tomorrow.

JOHN SEXTON'S

LSAT
PREPARATION CENTER

CONTINUALLY UPDATED CURRICULUM
reflecting changes In the LSAT. ·
SUPERIOR FACULTY of attorneys and.
educators 'with years of experience with the
LSAT.SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION offering Intensive preparation by "teams of experts In
each part of .the examination.
UNIQUE CURRICULUM imrolvlng a substantive plan for attacking each question-type.
COUNSELING for law school admissions by our
!?faff at no extra charge.
BEFORE DECIDING,
CALL OR WR.ITE FOR.OUR BROCHURE.
Tampa - ·1401 N. Westshore Blvd.
Suite 111, 33607, 872-7006

TRB

DBPO-~

Semoran Shopping Village

· 436 & Aloma

FTU PITCHER NIGHT
Wednesday $1.50 Pitchers
All Night_
sandwiches.
With FTU J.D .
from 95"
Specials
1. 54 beer starting 5 p. m.
Mon-Fri.
'.2 . Monday . Band
Audition .Night.
i
Free Admission
3. Tues.-ladies night-25¢
draft for ladies
·

canned beer 55·e
draft beer
40" .
•2.25 .
pitchers
stF .
Mich. draft

Live Entertainmen_t
M-W 8-6, Th. & Fri. 8-8, Sat. 8-5

PLEASE CALL

~OR

Bll-3115

APPT.

Fri. & Sat. Live Band
Featuring
.

__ SUPER SNOOKS

Whiskey, Wild
S11ortsman's cluh Aoaf
takes 1st 11lace in 11arade
The Sportsman's Club won the $100 prize for best float in FTU's home coming
.. Traildrive" last Friday.
.
Second place winner of the noontime p a r a d e was the Marketing Club. The prize
was $ 50. Tyes -sorority took third and $25. D e lta D e lta D el ta sorority a nd Sigma
Chi fraternity were a.warded honprable m e ntions .
The prize money a mpl y reimbursed Hie spon so rs for the many hours o f work in
c reating the floats. The awards were announced at the "Si lve~ D o ll a r Saloon"
homecoming dance.
The floats were judged on adherence to the .. Whiskey, Wi1d Women and Horses"
theme, creativity. inventiveness. gener a l appearance and originality.
_
The reviewing stand was s_e t up in front of the library. Spectators lined the
library ramp and adjacent lawns. The FTU Band provided music accompaniment .
.. Fifteen p;,,,ple worked for I 0 to 12 ho.:. rs on the."Good Knight's s 'aloon'. ·:~~El
Robin Howard, Sportsman's Cl ub homecom ing queen candidat;;. The float depic~ed a sa loon scen e featuring whiskey and a couple of wild women . The club constructed a piano and the back of the fl oat feat ured an outhouse in use.
"Plow 'em under Knights" was the theme of the Marketing C lub float depictin g
a plow a nd f ie ld . .. We don't know how we started on it,"sa id Kev in Barkm<in.
president of the Marketing C lub . "We have three cases of Kleenex in it, and more
cases of beer. We h ad a lot of fun."
The T yes soror ity displayed a giant whiskey jug if\ the school colors. black and
gold . Their rpotto was "Spirits of FTU''.
·
A n FTU Knight, made of a l.uminum fo il and ch icken wire, sat atop a Pegasus
made o f tissue paper, c hicken wire and a n ironing board to form t h e Tri-Delta
fl oat marching to the theme "Knights Conquer the West". "It was done in o n e cfay
a t the H ays tack Apa rtme nts, in my apa rtment," sa id Kathy Wilkinson of TriD e lta ... We hit e very s to re in Orlando for napkins ."
The Sigma Chi fraternity float was titled "Knight's D en 1850" . It was their
v ision of a sch oo l snack b ar in 1850.
The p a rade, trave ling unde r s unn y skies, qlceived coverage from the WFTU-TV
station, ABC loca l TV n ews, NBC local and n ational T V.
Othe r p a r t icipants included L a mbda Chi Alpha fraternity, · D e lta Sigma Theta
fo ro rit:y.
Rosie
O'Grady's,
Varsity
Books , the Student Government
Cabinet, ROTC, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Kappa Sigm<i, D e lta Tau D e lta and Tau
K a ppa Epsilon fraternit ies and the D e lta Sig m a Theta, a nd Alpha Chi Omega
sororities.

THE SANDY BOYS entertained students on the Villa~e Center
Green last Wednesday with some ~ood 'ole country music. The·
music set the state for "Dr. Vincent's Traveltin~ . Medicine Show."
also" on the ~reen.

Prior to FTU's match with
Florida Southern College in the
Winter Park High School
Gymnasium (left), the FTU
Boosters held their first official
alumni dinner in the Winter
Park Civic Cei;iter (below).
Friday at noon _marked the
homecoming parade dubbed
"The Traildrive." Lynn Mix
and Anita Aloia got in. on the
act by leading this calf through
the parade.

omen ·and Horses

T H E FTU SPORT SMAN'S C LU B won fir st place in the float comp e tition with a d esign that featured a two-door outhouse--one for
" Sitters." the othe r for " Pointe r s."
·

RITA REUTTER, FTU's -" Best
of- the ·west" was follow ed
through much of her campaign
bv an NBC-TV film
crew
(ab~ve). In addition to appearances
on
nightl y
newscasts, Mrs. Re utter appeared Tuesda y · on Johnny
Carson's "Tonight Show" and
wa s
interviewed
and
photographed
by
People
magazine. · In other events.
Donna Sarber of Phi Beta
Lambda got a "pie in the e y e"
during the Village Center's
carnival (left). while students
dramatized . FTU's "Whiskey.
Wild Women and Horses"
theme
in
last
Friday's
"Traildrive" parade (right).
Photos by Kerry Faunce. Bernal Schooley and Fred Sommer.

Homecoming '77 enjoyed hy most students
Homecoming activities w e re enjoyed b y all but two of 25 · te resting but kind of dead," he said .
FTU stude nts polled this past w eek. However, the m_ajority
"Just couritry music ," Willie Collins, ,a junior in public
felt that there was a lack of inte rest on the stude nts' part.
administration complained about the ba.nds that were ·
Students not participating or unable to attend some of the
prese nt .
.
scheduled events had various excuses.
·
"I e njoyed everything I attended,". said Sta cey Berke. a
Carol· Forste r, Ji sophomore majoring in art, said, "It
pre-law sophomore. " I thought all of hamecoming week
needed to b e publiciz~d mbre ... the only way I knew about it
was handled exce llently."
was from walking by."
Suppose the Village Center decided to charge admission
A senior psychology major who maintained anonymity
for some of the homecoming attractions. Would all of the
remarked, "I didn't really get to see any of the events
satisfied students be will ing to pay?
because of class conflicts.··
Although 14 determined stude nts said they would
The theme "Whiskey, Wild Women. and Horses" convindefinitely not wage such an attemP.t. 11 students felt it would
ced Camilla Sieck, a sophomore in general studies, that her
really depend upon the cost and what it is they would be
mother, a n FTU alumna, would not be interested in returpaying for .
•
•··
. The basketball game and the concerts were what these
. ning to home!'oming.
She emphasized the fact that homecoming is mainly for
students felt would merit such a fee.
alumni .
Homecoming week was climaxed by the crowning of Rita
As a different approach to the problem. Diana Mitchell, a
Re utter as homecoming queen. Overall, students polled
junior in medical records, blamed the lack of participation
reacted favorably to Mrs. Reutter's selection as queen.
on the clubs. "The clubs should have gotten their rears in
Susan Acs, a freshman majoring in sociology, commented,
gear,"shecommented.
:'She ha·d .the same a.mount of chance as everyone e lse_;·sne
Another student agreed. "There are I 00 clubs at FTU but
put FTU on the map."
only eight floats were in the parade," Carol Hirvi , a fresh'Tm trying to make up my mind," said Dianne Speicher, a
man in general studies said. She added, "Four of the floats
junior psychology · major. "The publici~y is good for · the
had the same theme."
.
school, but I felt s<>rry for ·the girls running against her."
The complaints did not, however, provide a reason for the __ _ Senior Ahdy .l""owell in business administration said, "Its
students who misSed the basket~all game or homecoming . .neat. She has as much rig!:>t to be homecoming_ queen as
dance. Three of the 25 students polled went to the game and· · any other female."
two of those· three attended the dance afterward. All in all,
A spokesman for NBC news, Jim Townley, was present at
only three of those interviewed said they went to the dance. .
Ms. Reutter's crowning. He said, ''Rita Reutter amazed me.
The paradt:•' the White Feather dancers, the carnival and
You kind of look at her and see she's not the typical type of
t~e Edmonds and Curley Comedy team were the ac_tivities
homecoming queer. "
.most widely view~ by th'.' student ~Y ·
.
Townley. as part of the film crew that covered the game,
.-

~~a::~~;:.~r~e 1 ~k~u~;:i:s:ir:~:11 ~!.~~=t~':i':iia:~:e:;'.~t~~:

remarked, "Everyone screamed for her."

·

Newscaster's suicide attempt e~ploited
in television 'Network' movie ·

.F uture-...

SIGHTS

and

By MYRON CARDEN
Special Writer

Brutal!
That's the orily way to describe
"Network,"
Paddy
Chayefsky's
brilliantly conceived work about
network television. It is both brutally
satirical and at the same time brutally
depressing and terrifying.
At one point, you find yourself
chortling uproariously that any such
debauchery shown in Chayefsky's ·
work could ever be seen on the small
screen. Then in the n,,"xt breath, you
wonder with a touch of apprehension
if such
a
time
isn't rapidly
approaching.
"Network" concerns an aging
boozing
news
anchorman
with
sinking ratings who· announces to" a
startled
national
audience
his
intentions to commit suicide on live
television due to his network's plan
to fire him. What follows is a
combination of stage show hijinks
and freak . show horrors as the
network
conjures up ways to
capitalize on his· crazed escapades.
Writer Chayefsky's script combines
the intense subtleties of Vonnegut,
the wanton terrors of Orwell and the
keen
sophisticated
slapstick
of
Woody Allen in be1itting television
and modern society's fine-tuning-like
existence.
Director Sidney Lumet allows the
action to move along at torrid clip as
he did in his blockbuster "Dog Day
Afternoon." H,ere is uses Hitchock

precision techniques to effective"ly
accentuate the the action . The
sudden
dream-like
image
of
newscaster Howard Beale (Peter
Finch) during his mystical vision is
most captivating ·in its eerieness. But
his coup de grafe is his chilling
treatment of Beale's plea to his
audience to join hin in telling the
world that "I'm mad as hell, and I'm
tired of it ." The slight of head after
head bopping out of New York City
windows to issue their scorn against
thei world i~ one _of the most vivid in
recent movtemaking.
The- emphasis on Beale's "mad as
hell" proclamation is the most
terrifying aspect of the film. Though
it could be taken lightly, one could
imagine the number of "humanoids"
who have been de-humanized by
society to such an extent that a '
Beale-like prophet could emerge from
the masses to capture their allegiance _
by using not only television but any
other
popular
medium .
The
Orwellian implications are enormous.
Finch is a cinch to win a
posthumous Academy Award for his
performance here; due not only to
his tragic death but mainly because
of his sure-fingured handling of
Beale's role as the mod prophet. In a
role that could easily be carried to an
extreme, he handles it ·with refined
intensity.
Chayefsky and Lumet must be
commended
not allowing the
affair of Christensep and Max

Schumacher (William Holden) to
weigh down the acti<!i'n as it meshes
smoothly into the script-unlike most
cinema love match-ups which are just
extraneous wastes of i!,lm .
Whether you're neurotic or you're

with nary a care in the world,
'.'Network" is found to get under
yout skin eigher by pricking it or
tantalizing it with its tragic-comic
view of modem society.
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major audience share in MGM's
F A YE DUNAWAY 1as TV executive Diane I the
Christenson •discusses the forthcoming year's "Network," a United Artist's release.
programming with her staff and plots to get

for

FTU instructor steals shoW'
at dinn·e r theatre's 'Mame'

Hours Mon.-Sat. 11:00-5:30

Star Trek Items

By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

Although the show is called "Mame" and the action
centers around the socialite's-efforts to educate her orphan
nephew Patrick FTU's communication professor Frances
Johnson steals the show with her portrayal of the naive
character Agnes Gooch.
Once Upon A Stage's current produ c tion is a musical
comedy starring miamian Marcie Knight as the high society
woman of the 1920's who decides that conventional
schooling is too restrictive ap.d that she can better educate
Patrick herself. With a few colorful props and will used
revolving stage suggesting around the world scenes Mame
leads Patrick and the'audience on a tour of high society life
of the 1920's and 30's.
Marcie Knight coincidently resembles the actress Lucille
Ball, who played Mame in the recent film, and like Miss Ball
is a better singer than an actress. But Miss Knight carried
the show enthusiastically and with much energy from start
to finish.
The acresss's strong, raspy voice is well suited to the
demanding chorus numbers and solos, particularly the songs
"We Need A Little Christmas" and "Its's Today."
Mrs. Johnson is a delight with her excellent sense of
timing and priceless expressions as she portrays Patrick's
nursemaid Agnes Gooch. As Mame transforms Gooch from
a frampy · Agnes to a flaming Agnes the results are hilarious.
Jason Opsahl, who played the eldest son in "The Sound
of Music," returns to Once Upon A stage as Mame's nephew
Patrick Dennis. Opsahl projects quite a confident figure·for
such a young actor and has a fine singing voice.
The most fluid seq uence that builds in a crescendo of ·
song is the scene .w here a ~iscouraged Mame: returns hqme

ENTERPRISE I 70 I
716 N. Mills Ave.
·Orlando, Fl. 32803

to Patrick and Agnes after loosing another job and is
cheered by the festivities of an early Christmas.
Bright yellow backdrops and long flowing dresses set the
Southern mood whe n Mame meets her fiance, Beauragard
Jackson Pi ckett Burnside's, family. Beau, played by Walter
Boychuck, is a minor character who leads the famous
chorus tribute to Mame.
Jack Dunathan is another minor character who deserves
mention for his brief, but vibrant and effective portrayal of
Mame's Indian servant Ito.
Patrick is portrayed as an adult by New Yorker Dale
Furry. Furry has a dynamic voice and is well cast down to
the sandy blQnde hair that makes him convincing as the
older Patrick.
Two Once Upon A Stage regulars who show off their
versatility in a variety of roles are Patty Haine, who doubles
as choreographer, and John Davin. Miss Haine effects
Beau's unrequited love as she leaves the stage in a huff after
Mame re turn~ from a successful fox hunting trip.
John Davin plays Beau's aged Southern father in one
scene, a liberal thinking school director in another and is a
gypsy in one dan'Ce sequence.
·
"Mame" is the most professional and well execu·ted
·production to come out of the local dinner threate as well
as a treat for Mrs. Johnson's students who get the
opportunity to see their ·instructor put her lessons to
practice.
Performances are nighly except Monday and the
production will be staged through March 27 in the theage
on Edgewater Drive. Reservations may be made by calling
422- 3191.

Posters
Lithographs
Tribbles
Books ·
Jewelry_
Blueprints
Patches
Buttons

Science Fiction
Books (New and Used)
Paintings

Collecters
Comics bought and soid
Paperbacks bought and sold
Pulps bought and sold
Movie Promo. Poster.s

Used Books

T-Shirts and
Heat Transfers

Westerns, Romances,
Fiction Sold-and Traded ·

.

_

Tues. Night

• ~ ...J

•

; -~~'Beat the Clock
s~

•

drinks .

beginning
at 8 o'clock

•

Disco
and Band
big daddy's lounge
S. Orange Blossom Trail
& Sand Lake Rd. - Orlando

MARCIE KNIGHT portrays the leading lary
in the current Once Upon A Stage dinner
theatre production of "Mam~." Also starring

in the play is FTU communication instructor
Frances Johnson.
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Oriental paintings, embroidery
featured in VC art sale, exhibit
By ANN BARRY
Staff Writer

frail and lovely floral arrangements.
Many of the artists were unknown
because the oldest date back to the
18th and 19th centuries. Alot of
con temporary art is included in the
display also.
The collection items are from
countries such as India, Japan, China,
Taiwan, Tibet, Manchuria, Napa!,
Thailand, and the United States. _ ·
Chinese
.art
included
satin·
embroidery and other unique cloth
work, thin paper painting, black and
white letter manuscripts, paper cuts
adorned with an intricate gold paper
outline made by silllful hands and an
impressive silk painting from the
Kwanstung Province of China.
The ' Indian art consisted of
delicate painted leaves and small
pain tings depicting "Orissa folk art."
Also on display were a number of
hand-painted playing cards, flowers
formed
of
satin
string
and
mini-prints.

Stuaents examined and purchased
intricate Oriental paintings and other
art work Monday.
Marson
Ltd.
of
Baltimore,
collectors of original oriental art,
exhibited and sold delicate paintings,
rough
sketches
and
intriguing
sbstracts in the VC breezeway. Prices
ranged from $35 to over $100. A
Marson
representative
mentioned
that they had gotten "quite a bit" of
business tlrroughout the day.
The exhibit featured papercuts,
watercolors, wood cuts, black and
white
prints,
original paintings,
embroidery and mini-prints. Also ,
contemporary etchings, lithographs,
serigraphs
and
mezzotints were
displayed.
All the art works portrayed still
life scenes, portraits, abstracts, village
scenes, war scenes, colorful and
majestic Asian landscape, animals and

Central Florida
Concert Listing
Date
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

lS
20
24
26
26

. Feb. 26
March 13

r - ,- -

I

Concerts

Location

Waylon Jennings
Queen
Johnny Mathis
Janis Ian
Tammy Wynette and
Statler Brothers
Carlos Montoya

Curtus Hixon Hall-Tampa
Lakeland Arena
Daytona
Lakeland Theatre
Orlando Sports Stadium

Electric Light
Orchestra

~----- -

-

Two major charecteristics of the
Oriental art is . the very expressive
facial features in the portraits and the
intricate outlining of flowers and
landscape scenes.
The varied colors used in their art
make the works real treasures. Many
prints were black -and white and
others were colored in soaf brown
tones.
In
contrast,
the
many
contemporary abstract prints' were all
the colors of the rainbow in bold and
shocking intensity but the fine
outlines were still preserved even in
the most haywire forms. Floral · and
animal prints were colored in pastels
with prevision strokes that added
delicary to the plants and detail to
the birds and other animals.
Of the 500 prints displayed, whole
collections were bought in .bulk from

other countries' private and public
collectors, the Marson representative
said. Some of the renowned artists in
' the collection are the Indian masters
Hiroshige, Kuniyoshi, and Kunisada
and the more ·modern artists Saito,
Azechi Mori, Katsuda and Maki.
The presentation, lasting from ·10
a.m. until 4 p .m., was one of many
sponsored by Marson Ltd. The
company specializes in arranging art
exhibitions and
sales at many
colleges, universities and museums
· throughout the United States.

. ..............

medical check.....~
G ive Heart

Amer ican Heart

Fund ·:

~ss()ciati o n

·

f·.::

JIK-YI.I. :6 BYBIS
-UNESCORTED LADIES ·DRINKS - 75c

FEATURING

MANTRA
HAPPY. HOUR: 4 PM-7 PM
ONE OF ORLANDO'S LARGEST NIGHT SPOTS
Tuesday Night . - Ladies Night

Great Southern Music
Hall- Orlando
Lakeland Arena

Wednesday Night

lii'it

_ _ _.........,,..._..,_ _

·4 drinks

$1.00

- $3 .00 cover, Set a drink
Sunday Night - 25<t draft

DELIGHTFUL DISHES .SERVED

·The · FI'U SKI CLUB is forming a Tournament .Ski
Te~m to go into competition this season. -If you·
·I
are an experte~ced Water Skier ... check into it!·
I
Even . if you are not experienced we have quite ·a
few members in the club who can teach you or help
.you with new techniques. ·

*

ALL UNDER $4.00

OPEN TUES. THRU SUN.

- ~.

FRIAR ·TUCKS
OLDE ENGLISH PUB
ANGRY?
Watch movie preview of
Design For Successful Living
Seminar on Orange Cable-TV.
Ch. 2.

Through
2-18-77

Mon. 9 PM
Tue. 9 PM
Wed. 7, .8:05 , 9: 1 0 Pl/I
Fri. 9 PM

Perform a
death--defying
· act. -. Have regular
1nedical check-ups.

-FRIAR· TUCKS. A NEW .AND UNllUE PUB
IFFIRINI 'AN ATMISPHERI WHIRE YIU CAN
CIME ANli RELAX WITH ·vauR SPECIAL FRIENDS;

OFFERING Finest Wines

& Beer
- Mellow Acoustic Entertainment
Wide Screen T. V.
Sandwiches
·
- Happy Hovr 4-7

TU-ESDA Y NIGHT IS COLLEGE NIGHT
offeri n g _pitchers of Michelob
f or •2.0 0 with en.tertainment
by o n e .of the areas top
en t ertainers.

THURSDAY NI G HT IS MENS NIGHT
COME TO . FRIAR TUCKS AND HAVE A GOOD TIME!
The Greater Mall,
Hwy. 436,
·cas s e I berry

Hope to see you soon-
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
FRIDAY, FEB. 18
Three art shows
Orlando Police Department
K-9 corps demonstration
BSU Finance office hours
Delta Sigma Pi
Movies

9am.-5 p.m.
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

VC Gallery
VC Green

1 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
2 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
5 p.m.-Midnight

VC200
CB 110
VCAR

8

a.~.-Midnight

Mu·Jtipurpose

SUNDAY, FEB. 20
Leadership conference
Management institute lunch
TKE meeting
TKE meeting
Delta Tau Delta
SAE merting
Zeta
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Chi Omega

8:15 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
5: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6:30 p.m._-10 p. m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.

VCAR
Knight Room_
CB 115
Multipurpose
vc 200
CB 226
Stud. Org. Lg.
CB 216
VC214

MONDAY, FEB. 21
Three art shows
Cinema meetings
Management i11stitute lunch
Alpha Tau Omega
BSU Finance office hours
BSU senate meeting
Cultural events committee
Tri Delta
Tyes meeting
PKA chapter meeting

9a.m.-5 p.rn.
10 a.rn.-11 a.rn.
Noon-1 p.rn.
Noon-1 p .m.
1 p.rn.-2:30 p.rn.
2 p.rn.-4 p . m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-Midnight
8 p. m.-10 p.m.

VC Gallery
VC200
Knight room.
VC 200
Stud. Org. L g.
VC 214
VC200
SCI 335
Stud. Org. Lg.
E N 108

TUESDAY, FEB. 22
Leadership conference
Three art shows
Social workers comm. ·
Overeaters anonymous·
Baptist Campus Ministry
AF Committee
Future Marketers
IFC
Traffic appeal
Student finance comm.
Physics
Speakers Comm.
Camping and Bac)l:packing
Pegasus Pedalers
Resident Life Board
Fending
Conflict Simulations
Panhellenic
Pegasus Pilots
Yoga class
Photography class
APO closed meeting

8: 15 a.m.-4: 30 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p. rn.
9 a.m.-10 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
11 a.rn.-Noon
Noon-1 p.rn.
~oon-1 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
3 p .m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.rn.
4 p .m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p .m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

VCAR
VC Gallery
vc 200
VC214
LIB 110
vc 200
CB 230
VC200
VC214
VC211
EN 108
vc 211
vc 214
Stud. Org. Lg.
VC -200
Multipurpose
vc 211
vc 200
EN 121
St~d. Org. Lg.
VC 212, 214
EN 359
~

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 23
Leadership conference
Three art shows
ROTEN galleries print sale
USMC recruitment
Meet Your Student Leaders
Management institute lunch
BSU Finance off.ice hours
Ski club
BSU
Bicycle repair course
Group Psychotherapy
VCBoard
Student Co-Op Council
Batik class

8:15 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 a .m.-5 p.m.
10 am.-2 p.m.
11 am.-1 p.m .
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-2: 30 p.m.
2 p.m.-3 p.rn.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
5 p,m.-9 p .m.
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m .

VCAR
VC Gallery
VC Patio, gallery
Patio space
Stud. Org. I:g.
Knightrciom
VC200
Stud. Org. Lg.
VC200
VC214
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 200
ADM 123
VCAR crafts room

THURSDAY, FEB. 24 .
Humanities conference
Leadership conference
Placement interviewing
·Three art shows
Baptist Camp•~ Ministry
Captains meeting
Senate meeting
Phi Chi Theta
Accounting
Pre-med society
Management institute lunch
Delta Sigma·Pi
CBO
Girl Scouts service meet.
LJR

G.S. and Brownie meeting
SAE

AI'O
Pi Lil' Sis
Yoga class
Photography class
Ceramics class
Ait Force Reserve Band

8 a.m.-6 p.m.
.
8:15 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
9 ain.-4 p.m.

it:~~J~r;:~
Noon-1 p:m.
Noon-2 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-2 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-2 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
2: 30 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6:30 p.in.-8 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 .p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
8 p.m.-Midnight

Alpha Chi Omega is sponsoring a
"Skat-a-Thon" · for
Muscular
Dystrophy
on
March
6.
The
Skat-A-Thon will be held at the Sun
State Roller Rink with skating hours
between noon and 10: 30 p.m.
Burger King will help sponsor the
event and prizes and trophies will be
awarded to the top organizations and
the top four individual skaters.

Life Board

SATURDAY , FEB. 19
Oviedo Highschool

AXO .sponsors skat-a-tho-n ;
Board holds carioon festival

Multipurpose
VCAR
VC214
VC gallery
LIB 243
VC200
EN 359
CB 114, 116
CB 115
EN 337
· Knights room
CB 102
EN 318
VC200
VC200
vc 211, 214
CB 226
EN 359
CB224
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 212, 214
Crafts room
VCAR

The Resident
Life
Board is
sponsoring a cartoon festival of the
old Saturday morning favorities:
Roadrunner, Wolf and Sheepdog,
Porky Pig, Bugs Bunny, Foghorn
Leghorn, Woody Woodpecker, Tim
and
Tom, Pierre Bear, Speedy
Gonzalez, Daffy Duck, Yosemite
Sam, Tweety and Sylvester and
Elmer Fudd.
The festival is today, starting at
10:'30 a.m. in the Village Center
Snack Bar.

FutuQ5

Bulletin
Board

Club

Tri Delta ·

Fair

Engineer's

Track

The FTU track club is open to all
men and women interested in track
events.
Seventeen
events
are
scheduled for winter-spring of this
year. All events will be held daily at
. the pool at 3 p.m. Call Tom Miller
for further information.

The sixth annual Engineering Fair
will be held in the engineering
building Feb. 25 and 26. Deadline for
student projects and displays is
·today, Feb. 18. Applications may be
picked up in EN 202 3.J)d returned to
Leo Mallette in EN 104.

Students evaluate
television progranis

Delta' Delta Delta is offering their
annual $500 ·scholarship to FTU's
full-time undergraduate women.
Applications· for the scholarship
irre available at the financial aid desk
located in the Student Affairs Office.
The applications must be completed
and returned to Dean of Women
Carol Wilson by March 1. The winner
will
be
eligible
for
national
competition for more grants.

MOVING?
LIGHT HAULING
STATEWIDE
AFTER 5 P.M.

299-1040

By ANN BARRY
Staff Writer

Television is viewed for more than
entertainment by the RTV 452
broadcast criticism class. Students
evaluate
television
programs by
'watching carefully and analytically.
"In our day of TV, we need to be
more thoughtful about what we
watch and, thus, what we keep on
the air," said Dr. Milan D. Meeske,
associate
professor
of
communication, who teaches the
course.
Meeske has his class read critical
material, watch television outside of
class and write five critiques on TV
shows of the students choice. ~
Reading
materials
include
commer.ts by critics such as articles
by Noel Holston, Sentinel Star TV
critic and TV guide evaluations.
Meeske
also
assigns
thought
provoking readings to students. "I am
trying to go beyond where we're
experts and say 'hey that's good!' or
'Hey, that's terrible' (about TV
shows) and have them (students)
come up with reasons why they like
or dislike the programs."
The five .critiques must include one
local newscast, one adult comedy,
one
detective
show.
~
television-covered sporting event and
a radio station broadcast.
Meeske
remarked
that
the
incoming critiques are usually written
on the students favorite programs.
Last year, he said, the most reviewed
comedy was "Happy Days." This
year it · was "Mash." "All in the
Family" and "Welcome Back Kotter"
were
also
among
the students

·tot

choices. The detective programs
covered were "Kojak," "Baretta" and
"Charlie's Angels."
Students critique the shows on the
basis of content, acting, script and
the factual, historic or fictional
topics of the shows.
The recent TV series "Roots" was
viewed by a..Jmost all the class,
Meeske said. "They felt the show was
slick but well-done," Meeske said.
Meeske, who has been teaching the
class for three years, agrees that the
students
watch
the
nationally
popular
shows.
"I guess FTU
students are typical," he said.
"I hope to get them (students) to
watch
TV with a little more
awareness and control .We watch
without thinking what is there,"
· Meeske said. Many of his students are
RTV majors and Meeske hopes to
make them and the other students
intelligent consumers.

THE HIGH ROAD

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

A representative
will be on .the campus

to

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 2, 1977
discuss qualifications for
advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field.of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

TO SUCCESS
Develop your best self
and build . a foundation
. for
success
through
achievement seminars.
For Information Write/
Executive Center
P.O. Box 19231
Orlando, Fl. 32814
Or Call: 894-8291.

Interviews may be scheduled at

' PLACEMENT OFFICE

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Gle~dale, Arizona 85306

th.e mGrketplace

Selle ·

1974 Capri, V-6; Air, Radio;
11000 actual miles; Superior
Condition,
$2500;
Call
831-7602 or 275-2148
197 3
Maverick/VB
Good
Condition. Automatic, Air, New
Tires. $1800
Star Trek, Sci-Fi, Comics, Movie
Lovers: Visit our new location at
716 N. Mills Ave. just north of
Colonial in Ori. Enterprise 170l,
Hours 11 :00-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
·3 Bdrm., 3 bath Brickfront
home on canal. Double garage,
central H/A, eat-in· kitchen,
carpeted, fenced, many extras
$36,900. Call Carol on campus
2123 or 273-9087. Convenient
to FTU and Navy Base.
1974 Honda R125, good cond.,
$300. Call 277-5~14, Evenin_g:;.
Beautiful 3 Bedroom House for
sale by owner. 10 min. from
FTU,
fenced
backyard.
$2000.00
down,
assume
mortgage
with
low monthly
payments if your income is
'$15600 a year or less. CALL
273-8164 or 834-8481.

WQnt~d
Female
Roommate, $80 plus
utilities, walking distance, Call
275-7352
.

Female Roommate to share 3
bdrm. trailer with ·1112 baths.
Located 4 miles from school. 56
dollars mo. inclds. util. Call
277-8408 for more info ..

~or

te~t

3
bedroom,
2
bath
home.
Lakemont & Palmer $220 mon.
671-0329

help WQnted
$500 monthly possible stuffing
and addressing envelopes. Sencf
stamped addressed envelope:

g~~~~~~~L'j'2[o~·

Box 14702,

pet_sonal
Free
Schneagles!
Lovable
p u p pies,
5
weeks
old,
Combination
Schnauzer
and
Beagle. Call 645-4333

rnAMOND

·

ENGAGEMENT

~=~~ple,(f1'1.. ct.
11

$h,

phone(404)~74-2454

I"

1fa~t¥25J;

1 ct. $695 by buying direct from
leading diamond importer. For
color catalog send $1 te SMA'
Diamond Importers, Inc., Box
42, · Fenwood,
N .J.
07023
(indicate name of school) or call
(212) 682-3390 for location of
showroom nearest you.
Cars Tuned Up Weekends at
your home. $16-$25 including
parts.
Call
824-3460
or
855-5834 ask for Rudy.
Typist Experienced in all
phases of work. I BM Selectric
for -professional results. Paper,
supplied. On campus until noom
:Please call Susie Weiss after 1:0~
at 647-4451.
Typing - for more Info. Call Jan
at 275-7398.

services
MCAT-DAT Review Course Take it in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days
anytime after March
L
For
Information:
MCAT-DAT
Review
Course,
P.
0. Box
77034,
Atlanta,
Ga.
30309

&

;;-:~c~~~~fo ~4~d~~ts,ufac~~t~.0 ~
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\'el: VILLAGE CENTER EVENTS
Univer~ity

Movie:

College Bo.rl: -.

Friday & Sun~ nite
8:30 p.m.
in En. Aud.

TOURNAMENT FINALS
February 2 l -25th.

"Liza Minnelli has given a performance which
is so funny, so moving, so perfectly crafted and
· realized that it should win her an Academy
Award but probably won't, because Oscar is
archaic and Liza is contemporaty! "

6-10 p.m. in M.P .R.

-Th o mas Thompson, LIFE MAGAZINE .

FERDINAND ROTEN
GALLERIES
Wed., Feb. 23rd.
11-5 p.m. in S.O.L.

Fri., ·Fe_b .' 25th. 11-2 p.m.
LIZo Minnelli ·'V\kndell Burton· lim M:lntire
based upon The novel

by Jo hn

eJ1ecu 11ve prcxfucer screenplay by

prcx:hJced and directed

~

featuring the Jazz Ba'nd

music scored by

Nichols David Longe Alvin Sargent bvAlon J. Pokulo Fred Karlin

song. ·come Saturday Morn1ngM performed by The Sondp1pers(A&M Records Recording Artists)

....... K·~~·~--n ·~·.-··•,.K•n--•K>

Techmcolor• A Po•omovnl P•ctu•e

a

fAl

..CANTAMOS"

Students-free G.P. $1 .00

,11!1];"111111~;~.;~1~,111.•.1·;··~,;"J'""'il~~~::a--.:~:.
- ~<ID

AUDITIONS
T~
~
·

~-

·

· for

·

.

"Once. Upon a

Mattress~·

March- 2, 3 - 7 to 9 p.m. · Wed. & ' Thurs ;
March 4 -

'

3 .to 5 p.m·.

Fr.i.

-.~..,.WARNER

BROS.

Athletes play pa.i n_vs. desire

~Ray

~

reve.alswhat its like

By DALE DUNLAP
' Sports Editor

(Third in a three-part series)
Pain vs. Desire. Where do you
·draw the line?
FTU athletes, like all other
athletes who participate in the
·frenzied,
sometimes
violent,
world of sports competition must
make that decision. "Do I play
· injured or sit out the contest and
risk our team losing. n
One FTU ·athlete that had to
make that hardened trade-off is
, Terri Ray, the star forward of
FTU's women roundballers. Ms.
Ray noticed some discomfort in
her lower back during the tail-end
of the v9lleyball season. At first it
was not troublesome discomfort,
but it got progressively worst
after each game or practice ..
When . t.he
team
reached
Tuscaloosa, Ala., for the Women's
Intercollegiate
Volleyball
Southeast Regional Tournament,
Ms. Ray and a few of her
teammates · crammed
into
closet-like hotel rooms. Because
of the cramped quarters she · was
forced to sleep on the . floor . Her
injury, as a result, continued to
deteriorate. She continued to play
injured in Malibu, Calif. as the
Lady Knights were in the thick of
the hunt for a national volleyball
crown.
Upon her return Ms. Ray felt
that something was wrong with
her back. Train"r Ron Ribaric she.

said was not as helpful as he
might have been in treatment. of
her nagging back pains.
.
Ms. Ray said, "My back got
real stiff at · nationals and what
happened was that the vertabrate
bone in my lower back was
stretched
and
it
slipped
completely after I played on it."
From
her
familiarity
with
anatomy from.her class studies at
FTU she r<;alized the seriousness
of her injury· and arranged on her
own to see Dr. Harry Tucker,
FTU's orthopedic surgeon.
During the course of the
examination, Tucker determined ·
that she had slipped disc and told
her .that she would ·not play any
·sports for three months.
"Dr. Tucker was just great. He
was really concerned with my
injury
and
I
just tremendously
impressed
wit.h
him. He really did understand and
cared about. the personal aspect of
·my injury," she said.
Asked what shw thought of
Ribaric Ms. Ray said, "I would
rather not comment at all."
Ms. Ray thus left the doctor's
office with advance to not jump
around, rest, and sleep with a
plywood
board
under
her
mattress.
Then
tl}e
waiting
began .
Minutes turned to !lours, hours
seemed like days, days ticked
away like centuries. The waiting
for an injured athlete, however
necessary, is the worst aspect of

TERRIR.f\Y
athletic careers.
Ms. Ray ·was no different.
"What can I do?" she S<lid, "I
wanted to get . better but I alSo·
wanted to get back and play. At
times I actually thought I was
going to go nuts."
Ms. Ray had to use the m(!scle
r$'laxers and pain killers Tucker .
prescribed and heed his advice to
make her way back into the Lady
Knights basketball line-up. That
long road back ended two weeks
. ago wheri she donned her yellow
and black uniform and ~gan
scorjng the points · t)le · Lady
Knights missed earlie r in the ye3n

when injuries depleted the team.
Her ordeal over, Ms. Ray spoke
about the necessity of proper
facilities to rehabilitate injured
athletes. When asked aoout FTU's
facilities
she
said.
"What
facilities?"
FTU will have a training room
located
in
the
teaching
gymnasium when that facility
· opens in March . It will have a few
whirlpools,
an
ultra
sound
machine, and a .training table. The
facilities though do not include a
whirlpool that will help someone
like Ms. Ray who has a back
injury. The two whirlpools

Knight netters waltz by Rollins
in first Sunshine Stale tourney
By RICHARD NELSON
Sports Writer

The FTU tennis team established itself as a college powerhouse in Florida
tennis this year by nipping ;Rollins College 50-49 in last weeks first annual
Sunshine State Conference Tournament held at the FTU courts.
The win over the tradfrionally powerful Tars Tennis team was the first ever
for the KniE;hts.
Two days later the Knights shutout St. Leo 4-0 to put the Knights record at
8-0 on the season. The big blow came firing off Stev!' Bryant's racket to win a tiebreaker that
gave Bryant and Captain Jimmy Hall a 7-5, 7-6 team doubles win over Stan
Aranya and Rob Bradley of Rollins.
Bryant and Hall escaped set point to cope the "doordie" doubles match in
strnight sets by coming back to take the tiebreaker 5-3.
·
Tennis coach Lex Wood said ·or the team's performance, ''The team played
well,. but at the same time, (TobyJ,Crabel didn't play to his peak performance as
yet."
,
Maybe Crabel has not reached his peak, but he still managed to come back strong after a shaky start against Rollins' Aranya, defeating him 7-6, 6-1 for the
single's championship.
·
The top three players for the FTU squad won thejr matches· against Rol,lins.
.FTU's 8ryant defeated Ed Lake 6-4; 6-2, and third seeded Doug Baxter ripped
Mike Sahlman 6'1, 6c2.
. .
.
· Against St. ,.Leo the Knights coasted to their eighth win of the. season and
. their sec9nd win .over St. Leo withiri a week.
.
.
"The5e are a very dedicated group of athletes," said Wood, " .they're here even
practicing after the win over St. Leo. They dop't have to be here. B'ut they're
dedicated and serious about the game."
Coach Wood went on to .say he felt the team has an excellent chance of going
to and winning the NCAA Division II Tournament at San Diego to be played
May 18-22.
"If the players play to their capability, .I think we stand a good chance of
winning the NCAA Division II :rournament," said Coach Wood. "I hope we are
also able to play in the Division I tournament as well," added the FTU mentor.
· Today the FTU netters play Ftagler, College in St. Augustine at 2 p.m. Next
Tuesday the Knights stay on the road and play Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, also at 2 p.m.

STEVE BRYANT
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FTU kicks Southern ,by· 26
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

1~?~

.4.'.l?~ve the din and hum of Rita Reutter, television
cam~p.s and a legion of . 3,000. fans the FTU Knights

·

impressive performance of the season.
·
_,
B<J:Clark, the Knights leading scorer, popped in 38 points
to le(d the attack while Jerry Prather added 23.
FW blistered the nets at a 70 per cent clip and
outtt!tk>unded the taller Southern frorit line 52-37. Center
Lee R-Uey and forward Tyrone Sparrow combined to pull
doWJJ.'i3 of those rebounds.
.
In fu'i,e of their best performances the Knights also played
in ~f the most boring contests of the season which was
largi!ft;a result of the Moes poor play.
·
C-lfu~. Morris, Southern's hot-shooting guard, could only

end.
Southern's only cl}allenge came with 6:26 left inin the
first half when Lester tipped in a five-footer to whittle the
FTU lead to seven points. After more Moc turnovers and
missed shots t.he Knights looked up at the Winter Park High
School gym scoreboard and found themselves staked to a
48-30 halftime lead.
. The second half merely became an exercise in futility for
the Moes as t.hey watched the Knights outscore them 13-2
in the 9pening five minutes and waltz to victory.

basketball team galloped to early S-0 lead and raced away
fro~,the Moes of Florida Southern College for a l04- 83
Ho~<;;oming basketball victory.

hit on five of 12 field goal attempts after burning the
Knigl'lts on long jumpers for 22 points in Lakeland a month
ago. Marshall Lester, Southern's leading scorer, kept
111;;,_winning their 20th game of the season the Knights
So~tth_:: ~~';lyK~~~~ctstabplaetewnittehd24rupno1an·ntds. gun or·~ense and
metl{<?dically destroyed the Moes offense and got steady .
""'
"
play-~om all five starters, in what was by far their most
numerous Moc turnovers that gave the Knights their early

.Jr(1~

~

::~~J~~ienhS:1'!,;;a~0i;:;r~ 0~;i~;eth~f ~h;~~ :~~~ec~;::

·Photo by Bernal Schooley

FTU FORWARD .J ERRY
PRATHER (10) shoots over '
Florida Southern defender
Mike Muller (12) during
action last Saturday night.

only for ankle and knee iniuries.
If the ·budget allows, Ribaric will
try ·to procure a larger whirlpool
but for now the smaller models _
will have tn suffice .
.
Ms.
Ray
said that it is
important
for
athletes.
to
recognize their injuries and get
them treated as soon as possible.
Once
the
injury
has
been
diagnosed. and treatment made,
the athlete, she said, should heed
that plan of recovery. "There
must be a fealing and attitude of
cooperation on the part of the ·
athlete. You gotta trust the
doctors in order to get back."

'.f uture--..
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FTU ·nfne
tak.e s FIT
The FTU baseball Knights got a
one-hitter from Joe Russell and a
three-hitter from John Majeski to
· take ·two games from
Florida
Institute of Technology last Saturday
at Valencia Community College to
open their 1977 campaign.
Russell, the former Winter Park
High School ace, frustrated FIT for
six and third innings before giving up
a looping single to left in the seventh
inning. ·The Knights went on to win ·
t.he· operu>r 7-0. .
·
.
: Majeski, a sneaky fast rightl_landed
transfer from Suffolk Community
College, , then
added
to FIT's
frustration by twirling a materful ·
tluee-hitter for a 6-1 FTU victory.
·
Jack
Sexton,
FTU
·baseball
menter, said he "was · extremely
pleased "with the pitching and the
. victories. . He said FIT showed better
defense than they i<xhibited in the
fall
'
Leading the Knights in the
offensive category was sophomore
catcher Jeff Rudolph who knocked
in five runs on three hits in both
games. ~udolph was a third baseman ~
last year -and Sexton switched him to
catcher thls season.
Russell posted 12 strikeouts in his
first
decision
of
the
season.
Melbourne's third baseman Dan
Speigelberg foiled Russell's no-hit bid
with · a bleeding looper to left in
seventh inning. Russell, however,
regained his composure to retire t.he
next two men on strikeouts to
maintain his shutouL
· Russell said that he didn't k,now if
he ever pitched better because the
FTI squad was in his words "not the
strongest hitting team in the world." c
Majeski
coasted
through
his
contest with a one-hitter until the
final inning, however, his bid for a
shutout was foiled by Speigelberg's
single that knocked in FIT's only run
_ of the afternoon.
.
Sexton said his defense was very
- good during the game and FIT's
defense made his charges work harder
for runs. While being pleased by the
victories, , Sexton said that the
Knights offensive punch "could have
been better." He added that the team
could have scored even more runs on
the relatively weaker FIT team. ·
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Lady Knights win three;
Ray sparks come hack
As FTU celebra'ted its homecoming festivities last week, so, too, did Women's
basketball coach Judy Martino who celebrated the retu rn of Terri Ray to the
starting line-up of the Lady Knights. ·
Ms. Ray, coming back after a slipped disc inju ry which sidelined her since the.
beginning of the season, averaged 13 points a game and d o minated the boards in
three contests as the Lady Knights won all three to improve their record to 7-7:
The Lady Knights finally defeated the University of Florida, 71 -64, to gain
revenge from the two losses to the Lady Gators.
Like their' previous meeting in St. Augustine, the teams seesawed back and
forth with the lead.
-..... During the first . half when Ms. Ray was inserted into the game tshe
hauleddown rebounds, ran offensive patterns inside the perimeter and got open
for a shot or an offensive rebound time after time.
With UF leading 38~34 at the beginning of the second half, guard Kathy
Stilwell scored two consecutive baskets to tie the game at 38 all.
Later in the half UF took an eight point lead 59-51 over the Knights, who
were having problems passing the ball.
B u t Ms. Stilwell came to the rescue again. First she canned a 30 foot jump
shot and then stole a UF pass and scored on a lay-up. That put FTU within one
point, 59-58.
The two teams deadlocked at 60 before the Lady Knights made a serious bid
for the lead . FTU then reelea off seven straight points, all of which came from
under the basket with Ms. Ray scoring five of those points.
After the FTU scoring streak, the Knights were never within reach of the
Lady Gators.
- High scorers for FTU were Ms. Ray and Ms. Jacobs who both tallied 16
points.
.
.
Last Monday night the FT,U team defeated Rollins College 81-56 to record
their third straight win. The Lady Knights played, by far, their best game of the
year as all five starters scored in double figures .
Ms. Jacobs led the pack in scoring with 1 7 pojnts, while Ms. Stilwell
contributed 16.
The Lady Cagers today are in Miami for the Miami-Dade Communi ty
College-North Invitational which will be .completed tomorrow.
The tournament marks the end of the regular season for the Lady Knights,
who will travel Friday to St. Augustine for the State Women's Basketball
T:.<?um_ll!J1ent this Friday and ~a!!J_rd~y~

Bulletin:

FIT-FTU
Because of a basketbf11
toumament that will occupy the
Winter Park High School gym, the
FTU basketball Knights will play
Florida lnstitu te of Technology at
3 p. m. instead of 8 p.m.
. tomorrow.
Long,
athletic
. Herb
· department busiriess assistant
admitted the scheduling is akward
but FIT. turned down an offer to
play the game on Sunday and no
other gym was availaple at the 8
p.m. time.
Long also said that tickets to
the second FTU-Rollins con test
to be held at Enyart-Alumni
Fieldhouse on the Rollins campus.
will be sold for a $1 per ticket.
Only 400 tickets will be available.
John
Kelley, SGA vice
president, said the tickets to the
, game will be so;d Tuesday
'beginning at 9 a..m. at the Kiosk.
'He added that each FTU student
• will only be able to purchase one
tieket withe aa FFU-H> card,

FTU's grapplers culminated their
injury-riddled regular season with a
36-9
victory
over
Florida
International University (FIU) and a
defeat at t};i.e hands · of wrestling
powerhouse the University of Florida
33-8 to put their record at nine wins
against six losses .
The first week in March the
Knights \vill participate in the NCAA
Division . II
National
Wrestling
. Tournament
at
Northern
Iowa
University. "We just had too many
injuries,"
Gerald
Gergley,
FTU
wrestling coach said of the season,
"Even against FIU we didn't wrestle
up to our full potenti~l."
Gergley · added that Ray Barker,
one of Gergley's mat mainstays,
could not wrestle in last Saturday's
match due to an injury. Gergley said
he will rest him for the national
tournament . . "If we can just get
everyone healthy we should do a
good job in nationals," said Gergley.
The Knights started off quickly
against the FIU matmen. Haruki

Fidelicy Union Life h~s:.
been the most accept~
most popular plan on .
campuses all over Amenca.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster®
Field Associate
in your·area:

-

I
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~\LROrs
Serving one menu continuously from 11 :30 AM 'till
late nite . Everything from sandwiches at $1.55 to
thick ste*s, Prime Ribs of ~eef. Italian & SeafooCI.
Order your favo rite cocktails, beer, or wine & dance to Live
Disco Entertainment 7 nites a week 'till 2 AM.
i
*Ladies Nite Sunday & Tues.
*Happy Hour 7 Days a Week 3: 30 to 7.
*Free Beer Nite Wednesday.
fClio this Ad For O ne Complimentary Cocktai l With Any Food
Entree)

273-8500

5101 E. Colonial Dr.
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KNIGHT GUARD KATHY
STILWELL
(120)
contributes two of her 16
points
against
Rollins
College last Monday night.

MAD DOG

.ROSS

.No. 4 in U.S.A.

TONY
·GARDNER

Kawamukai
tl 18)
and
Vernon
Moody (l 26) both keyed the Knight
win with pins in the first period of
their matches.
Against the University of Florida,
the Knig)lts only could garner wins
from
Kawamukai
and
Rich
Dombrowski. Doug Peters, FTU's
surprise wrestling star last week,
dropped his match to Gator Artie
Haberman, 9-8. Norm Beardsley also
lost a heart-breaking one-pointer to
his opponent John Orr, 4.-3.

Memphis - No. 6

FOR
SOUTHERN J9'. MIDDLE TITLE
•

. ea•__....

. medical cMc:k.......
Give Heart Fund
American Heart Association·

;

.~ ·
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Information 277-8000 Reservations
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WE HAVE l 0 CERTIFIED N.A . l.S.E. MECHANICS

ECO NO.M Y
TOYOTA
"WHERE YOU RIDE A LITTLE .AND SAVE A LOT"
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S OLDEST TOYOTA DEALER

10% DISC-O U NT.
·oN
°TOYOTA-DATSUN-FIAT

PARTS AND SERVICE
WITH AN F.T.U. STUDENT·, FACULTY OR STAFF l.D. CARD
THIS OFFER EXPIRES FEB . ..·2a, 1977

F.T: :

F.T.U. BLVD,

P.HONE TOLL FREE
WINTER PJiRK 831 -8 787
..OR.LAND0. AG£i.iCY"·678-th~

:
1
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HWY. i7-92 ~ND AIRPORT .BLVD.
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~

ORLANDO SPORTS STADIUM

ECONOMY TOYOTA

.

C:Ollege
Master®

.

--vs. (10 Rds.)--

CollegeMaster®fro~
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-

Matmen sp,l it; end year

'Tear after ye~r, seniester
Iafter semester, the_
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SJiNFORD 322-8601
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.Psych students turn
ordinary rats into
~rodent '·scholars
By USA FERGUSON
Staff Writer

Their names are Rudy, Alvin,
Willard, Barna and Monty. Although
they are in a class, and are here to
learn, they're not your everyday
run-of-the-mill
FTU
stude.nts.
They're members of a psychology
basic learning class-and they are
white rats.
Dr. • John
O'Hara,
assistant
professor of psychology, said his
students work with the rats on their
own at least four days a week. The ·
rats must learn :;everal different
experiments before the quarter is
over.
·O'Hara said, at the beginning of
~he quarter, th'at he "noticed they
(the students) didn't quite. know
what to do at first. Usually the first
day the rats are a little nervous, too."
After the students get over the
initial squeamishness, they begin to
get attached to the rats, O'Hara said
and almost every rat in the lab has a

name.

fo

"Reepichee," who · belongs
Martha Smith, is named after a
character in a book by C S. Lewis.
Mrs. Smith's son,- Christian, attends
the FTU Child Care Center and
comes with his mother to the lab to
feed and work with Reepichee.

Purina Rat Chow) and keeping them .
at a stable weight. Special pellets are
used as rewards in experiments.
The rats are put through two main
experiments during the quarter. The
T-maze is a box shaped like a T in
which the rats are trained.
Food is always is put on either the
left or the right side of the horizontal
bar of the maze and the rat must
learn by running down the maze
which side the food is kept on. After
it· consecutively runs to the correct
side ten times, the food is moved to
the other side.
The other experiment involves ·a.·
Skinner Box, named after scientist B.
F. Skinner. The rat is placed in a box
and must learn to press a lover to
receive a reward.
A few rats have become escape
artists by squeezing out from·
underneath
the
screen
which'
separates the cage from the little pan.
Usually the rats hide under the
dishwasher, O'Hara said, because
they don't like to be out in the open.
Once a rat turned up in the
Engineering Auditorium, although it .
was doubted he got there without the
help of a student, O'Hara said.
Students may get extra points by
training their rat to do a trick, which
is called "shapi.ilg." One quarter, a

Mark
Fenster,
a
sophomore
psychology major, named his rat
"Catnip." He wouldn't do that to a
•fat, would he? " Only if he doesn't
start learning."

student trained his rat to dunk a ping
pong ball through a miniature
basketball
riet.
"That's
about
thymost originiil trick we've seen,
O'Hara said.
·

The germ-free rats 'Used in the
basic learning class are albino rats,
most of which are born and bred in
the lab. Students are responsible for
feeding their 'rat _each qay (they eat

By working with the rats, students
are able to learn first hand from their
research
and
experimen ts
who
knows-maybe the rats even learn
something about the students.
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Step Into The
Ponoteia· Look
From L,evi's·
·
Denim tokes on a whole
new look with Ponotelo
leisure wear styling.,
. Emerald green Stitching
sets off the detolllng ·
of this denim trto
in the finest Levi's
tradition.

CURRY FORD RD.

s
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SHOPPING
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